designers of performance seating and lighting for the entire music industry.

Musicians are the soul of the orchestra
Musicians are the performers
Musicians need chairs designed for them and their craft

Excellent performances demand excellent
comfort and stability.
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Music For Your Body

Concert Design, since 1995, creating seating for all musicians.
All Concert Design products are “Made in Canada” with total attention
and supervision of every detail of construction and material used
Concert Design is a Canadian company based in Toronto, Ontario. Owners Sal Porretta and Lois Stouffer, husband
and wife team, musicians themselves (piano), knew that the traditional four-legged piano bench was incompetent
to meet the physical demands of the pianist. The design needed complete overhauling. In 1994, we started to put
some ideas into reality. (Continue reading “About Us” on web site.)
OUR VISION
Concert Design believes there are vital links between the musician’s performance and the seating and lighting
equipment they use. Given the precise work, the hours of rehearsal, practice and performance, musicians require
seating, which augments good posture, relieves muscular tension and stress, and lighting products that ensure
restful vision.
Toronto-based Concert Design specializes in seating and lighting products for musicians. Our focus is the health and
comfort of the musician achieved through finely designed, high-quality products that provide years of maintenancefree use.
Concert Design research and development includes ongoing consultation with professional musicians in major
orchestras and universities, as well as highly trained experts in design and technology. We use industrial grade
components. We are committed to excellence, not only in the appearance and composition of our products and the
guarantees we offer, but in our way of conducting business.

CONCERT DESIGN STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
As the business grew and Concert Design became known, our standard of top quality products that literally last
a lifetime, health-wise designs, customer service, and a willingness to work with our customers to bring complete
satisfaction was at the top of our daily way of doing business and continues.
In February 1999, we moved Concert Design from our Toronto location to the tiny hamlet of Port Franks on the
Ontario shores of Lake Huron. Most of our suppliers remain in the Toronto area. Lake Huron is a five-minute walk.
Many think the beaches at Port Franks rival the best beaches in the Caribbean!
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Allegro Performance Chairs
Orchestra Stackable Chairs

From Concert Design, the Allegro Performance Chair designed for on-stage
and pit orchestra performance, schools, churches, individual studio, stackable,
strings, winds, brass, guitar, accordion, harp, any instrument.
•

beautiful contemporary look

•

feels good, looks good, is good

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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favourite comment - “Ahhhhhhhh”
first musicians’ chair-frame in lightweight
aluminum

welded 1” round aluminum frame; 50% lighter than
conventional steel-frame chairs
one frame, adjustable leg extensions

black anodized, solid aluminum leg extensions are
set manually, no rust, no sticking, no wobble
threaded holes at 1” increments

see web site for chart for leg extension lengths:
http://www.concertdesign.com/allegroheight.html

standard 7” leg extensions provide 17.5”/44.5cm
(regular); 18.5”/47cm (medium); 19.5”/49.5cm (tall),
check complete chart on web for optional choices
sidebars add additional strength and provide
unobtrusive stacking

back support at health-conscious 95 degrees;
removable for travelling; fits to the lumbar

Allegro Performance Chair

back support bar can be straight, 2” or 4” bend;
in addition, the entire back support can be moved
in/out approx 2” to accommodate your way of
playing

fully-padded firm seat; all edges rounded; reduces
pressure on the legs and sciatica
seat 15.5” width x 16” depth

forward slope easily created

Details: www/concertdesign.com/allegro.html

Because the back support is positioned at 95 degrees,
stacking the Allegro presented a design challenge.

The longevity of aluminum, coupled with beautiful
design, adds up to the cadillac of orchestra chairs.

Concert Design never compromises where a musician’s
health is concerned. The side bars are beautiful, setting a
modern, elegant, contemporary look while unobtrusively
providing stackability and strength.

All components, including the high quality padding and
fabric of the Concert Design Allegro work together to
provide optimum comfort and much-needed support for
the musician.

Allegro Performance Chairs
The back bars fit into the back
plate under the seat, secured by a
handwheel. The back plate has a slot,
which enables the entire back support
to move in/out approx 2”; simply
tighten the handwheel once the back
support is where you want it.

fixed straight back
(regular bar height 11.5”).

An Important Note for Orchestras.
At first glance, it may appear that the Allegro is too
complicated to move quickly on-/off-stage.
If preferred, all the Allegro chairs for your stage can
be set at one height (for example, set all the chairs
for medium height - we can ship them preset); and
choose one style back support (for example, the
regular straight version).
In this way, every chair is set the same; you have a
superb orchestra chair; musicians and stage crew
are happy. The various adjustments are still available
and the Allegro can be reset, as the orchestra may
require.

Allegro Performance Chair
on-stage at Winnipeg
Symphony Orchestra
adjustable straight back,
2”
vertical
adjustment,
regular bar height, 11.5”
(suits most people) and tall,
14.5” (places back cushion
higher).

2” back bar bend brings
back support partway into
seat for sitting forward.

4” back bar bend brings
back support closer to
lumbar when sitting farther
forward.

The back support of the
Allegro is positioned at
95 degrees. The back
supports of conventional
chairs slope backward
for stacking.
This is
detrimental to a performer’s posture. When the
musician leans back, more stress is placed on the
spine and injury may result. The Allegro overcomes
this problem with optional back bars for optimum
comfort and support.
The back support is separate from the frame. This
greatly benefits the musician not only for travelling
to personal gigs, but in allowing the musician
to choose the back support that suits his or her
individual body type, instrument, and way of playing
- specially good in an orchestra pit situation.
The back supports with 2” (5cm) or 4” (10cm) bend
can be stacked by alternating in a back-to-front
method, or, as the top chair in a stack of straight
back bars. Allegro with back bend are well suited
to pit orchestra or individual studio.
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Allegro Orchestra Stackable Chairs
Dolly cart system to move 8
stacked Allegro. Lightweight
aluminum makes stacking a
breeze; dolly carts shown
on web site.

Facts about ultra-light aluminum
See page 9 this catalogue.

back support under the seat
for easy transport

Features of the Allegro Chair
• The most defining difference is the back support positioned at 95
degrees. All musicians notice immediate support and comfort.
• The new style back uprights (straight in two heights, 2” and 4” bend)
are separate bars and are specially designed for the individual musician,
chamber group, string quartets, pit orchestra, all venues.
• Violinists, cellists, guitarists, viola da gamba, strings, wind players, all
musicians, can bring the back support right to the lumbar.

The Allegro in Performance:

NBC Universal, New York, NY (Allegro) (2017);
MS Riviera Ship, Norwegian Cruise Lines (Allegro) (2017);
National Film Board of Canada (Allegro; Maestro Chair) (2017);
Explorer Ship, Norwegian Cruise Lines (Allegro; ‘concert’ basso; Interval Piano Chairs; Workstation Chairs)
(2016);
MS Sirena Ship and MS Riviera Ship, Norwegian Cruise Lines (Allegro; Interval Piano Chairs) (2016);
Stadacona Band, Dept of National Defence, Maritime Forces Atlantic (2015);
Voyager Ship, Prestige Cruise Holdings, Oceania Cruises (Allegro, Interval Piano Chairs, ‘concert’
Basso) (2014);
NBC Universal, New York, NY (Allegro) (2014);
Navigator Ship, Prestige Cruise Holdings, Oceania Cruises (Allegro, Interval Piano Chairs, grand
piano lights) (2013);
Riviera Ship, Prestige Cruise Holdings, Oceania Cruises (Allegro, Interval Piano Chairs, grand piano
lights) (2012);
Oceania’s M.V. Marina, Prestige Cruise Holdings, Oceania
Cruises (Allegro, Interval Piano Chairs, grand piano lights)
(2010);
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra (Allegro & C5 ‘gig’ basso)
(2009);
Keller Auditorium, Portland Center for the Performing Arts,
Portland, OR (2009);
MV Ruby Princess, Princess Cruise Lines (Allegro and
C4’gig’ basso) (2008);
MV Queen Victoria, Princess Cruise Lines (Allegro and C4
‘gig’ basso) (2007);
Oceania Cruises (Allegro and ‘gig’ basso) (2007 Regatta Ship;
2006 Insignia Ship; 2005 Nautica Ship);
Cunard, the new Queen Mary 2 (Allegro and ‘gig’ basso)
(2004);
Allegro Performance Chairs
Kingsway Conservatory (Toronto) (Allegro 2014/2004/2002/1998);
on-stage at Detroit Symphony
Detroit Symphony Orchestra (first/second violin sections, cello section) (2002);
Orchestra since 2002.
Bogas Productions (California) (2002);
Kansas City Symphony (2000).
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Basso Double Bass Performance Chairs
‘concert’ and ‘timpani’ basso

‘concert’ basso for double bass
After many years, the ‘concert’ basso remains the
favourite choice for onstage performance.

‘concert’ basso

with 15” cutaway seat and
aluminum foot-support

Designed for the concert stage, multi-adjustable, height,
seat gradient, back support, choice of seat shapes; nonswivel for optimum stability, comfort and support; industrial
components for long life; back support bar available
straight, 2” or 4” bend. The first chair to fit each bass
player.
We highly recommend using foot supports. For a musician,
sitting for lengthy periods of time, the foot-ring on its own
is too small to provide adequate leg comfort - the comfort
zone for the leg, knee to foot, is approximately 105-110
degrees forward. When the foot-ring only is used, the
leg angles back less than 90 degrees. This contributes
to medical issues, such as phlebitis. A person may use a
foot-ring configuration in a bar stool, but this is a different
scenario because the person can get up and move around
eliminating the problem of the more stationary musician.
www.concertdesign.com/bass.html

FIRST-EVER MULTI-ADJUSTABLE
‘concert’ and ‘timpani’ basso
double bass and timpani
‘timpani’ basso

with double cutaway seat

Bobby Everson
with his ‘timpani’ basso

•
•

adjust height and seat gradient to your body size
adjust back support vertically and horizontally to
provide support where your body needs it, small,
won’t interfere with arm movement, removable, if
desired
• quick, quiet, simple adjustment (even during
performance)
• foot-ring (included with ‘concert’ and ‘timpani’
basso) adjusts independently
• foot-support (optional) to eliminate fatigue and
provide leg comfort and health, flips up out of the
way
• seat and back fabric tested for long life, high quality
foam for comfort and firmness		
• choose from five different seat shapes
Weight of ‘concert’ basso is 35 pounds; weight of ‘timpani’
basso is 36 pounds; weight of foot-support is 2.4 pounds
(1 kg) with 5” adaptor bar, PVC clamp and screws.

“The thoughtful design and comfort level of the ‘concert’ basso
make it the best available anywhere. I recommend the Basso to all
players, amateur and professional. I guarantee the bass player will
not find a superior stool.” Joel Quarrington, Principal Double Bass
of the London Symphony Orchestra, U.K.; former principal bass,
National Arts Centre Orchestra, Ottawa, ON, Canada. Joel also
has the C4 ‘gig’ basso.
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two models aluminum foot support
for ‘concert’ and ‘timpani’ basso
Standard aluminum foot-support for ‘concert’ and
‘timpani’ basso with PVC clamp to attach to footring and new “Solo” model.

Aluminum foot
support flips up
for on/offstage.

•

lightweight aluminum with adjustable leg
extensions

•

surface is solid checker-plate aluminum for
comfort and stability

•

leg extensions on foot-support provide height
range 7”-9”

•

for lower height, remove leg extensions and install
rubber tips

•

for tall heights (‘timpani’ basso), choose leg
extensions up to 12”

•

“Solo” stand-alone foot-support, curved both ends,
no need to affix to stool or chair, adjustable leg
extensions. See pgs 12 and 14.

Our standard aluminum foot
support attached to foot-ring.
If more height is required, use 5”
adaptor bar. NOTE: adaptor bar may
be used with one screw only each end,
which allows a little movement. The
foot support may be flipped up using
only one screw. For maximum stability,
use two screws provided.
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Courtesy of Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra Bass Section.
Photo by Richard W. Rodriguez.

“The ‘concert’ basso has all the important features in a bass stool,
stability, adjustability and comfort. The Basso is the most complete
stool on the market.” Eric Chappell, 2nd Assistant Principal,
Orchestre symphonique de Montreal.

I think the ideal testimonial from us came when one of our
players emphatically said: “It is clear that these stools were made
for playing the bass.” His tone of voice was compelling... Greg
Sarchet and the bass section at Lyric Opera of Chicago.

“Concert Design makes a great bass stool. It’s sure to be noisefree and very comfortable for many years. Their service was
enviable.” Robert J. Oppelt, Principal Bass, National Symphony
Orchestra.

Penn Jillette, the larger, louder half of Penn & Teller, “It’s amazing
how much of a good bass sound is in your ass, so I put mine on the
best chair there is. There’s even a little footrest on mine.”

WE ARE OFTEN ASKED
The ‘concert’ and ‘timpani’ basso are most at home on the
concert stage. The latest products are the portable C4 and C5
‘gig’ basso, stackable orchestra ‘run-out’ stools, lightweight
aluminum construction, solid aluminum leg extensions adjust
in 1” increments, optional back support and foot-support. The
C5 portable ‘gig’ basso stool provides the most stability at tall
heights with five (5) equally spaced legs. The original steel
version foot support is still available; as well, we offer the new
aluminum foot support.
Our focus at Concert Design was to create double bass seating
strong enough to handle the intense stress that occurs when
a bass player is in performance. The ‘concert’ and ‘timpani’
basso had to be rock-solid with multi-adjustments so that
each individual player has a chair that suits her/him perfectly.
The design must meet enormous performance demands, i.e.
the size of the instrument, the size of the person, and the
complexity of pieces involving a lot of movement. The design

must provide much-needed comfort and support, and last for
many years maintenance free. A bass stool that adjusts by
finger-tightening devices and fasteners, is collapsible and
lightweight, soon breaks down under the stress of a bass
player in performance. With the help of bassists in many
orchestras, the complete basso line has evolved into the
‘rolls-royce’ of bass chairs and run-out stools.
Concert Design understands the need for a chair to be
one with the player in performance. Once a basso chair
is adjusted, it fits the musician. Bass players are prone to
phlebitis, hence our concern that the complete line of basso
chairs and stools offset physical problems. We continue to
listen to all musicians and appreciate any comments. Please
view our web site or call for answers to your questions.

Thank you to all the bass players who contribute
invaluable ideas to the development of the basso.
Go directly to basso pages at:
www.concertdesign.com/bass.html

General Information
Aluminum frame vs Steel frame
•

The most obvious difference is the weight - 50% lighter than steel.  

•

Aluminum does not rust. There is no sticking, no fussing, no maintenance with the leg extensions. The leg extensions are manually
adjusted (this is far more effective than spring-type adjustments which stick and breakdown and involve constant maintenance to sand
and smooth the rust).  

•

Before a steel-frame stool is even shipped, it is rusting inside. In normal usage, a musician’s chair or stool is subjected to many changes
in temperature (taking the stools on the road, indoors/outdoors, storage/onstage). This increases the rate of rusting and the gradual
breakdown of the chair. Longevity of the product is affected.

•

With all the advantages of aluminum, it is also more costly - up to three times more costly than steel. Our prices, though higher in
cost than wood or steel stools, do not reflect the high cost of the materials we use. We do not cut corners on any of our products, but
consistently look for the best and refine and improve no matter the cost.

“I am really pleased with the stool! It arrived and was immediately put
to use in the first week. After five rehearsals and three shows in different
venues, I have experienced a level of comfort and relaxation that affords
me to get into the music better! Also, our orchestra stage manager likes
the light aluminum construction when they schlepp the thing from truck
to stage.” Andrew Reed Miller, Principal Bass, Symphony New
Brunswick, re his C4 ‘gig’ basso. (2017).
“My stool arrived yesterday and everything seems to be fine. I played all
last evening and so far…so good. The tilted seat is quite nice. I am anxious
for my up and coming Harrisburg Symphony run of Stravinsky and Strauss.

Many thanks!” Duane Botterbusch, Bassist, Harrisburg Symphony
Orchestra; Instructor of Double Bass Messiah College; Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Music, Retired; Sunderman Conservatory at
Gettysburg College, re his C4 ‘gig’ basso. (2017).
“My experience with Concert Design was informative and fast! The
stool itself is incredible, comfortable, and ergonomic. If one spends
hours a day on a stool, it better be great, and these are! I have
nothing but good things to say about my Concert Design!” Blake
Hinson, Assistant Principal Bass, New York Philharmonic, re his
C4 ‘gig’ basso and back support. (2016)

ROCK-SOLID CONSTRUCTION
‘concert’ and ‘timpani’ basso
Industrial base, shock and seat mechanism are tapered and lock into each other securely
to provide exceptional stability and holding power while seated. The seat mechanism, in
conjunction with the gas shock and the design of the back upright bars, provides the multiadjustability of height, seat gradient and back support.
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See the basso in performance at
Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center, Greek National Opera
(‘concert’ basso);
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
The Royal Danish Academy of Music, Copenhagen (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra (‘concert’ basso);
National Film Board of Canada (Allegro; Maestro Chair);
Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra (C4 swivel ‘gig’ basso);
Orchestra Now, Bard College (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Boston Symphony Orchestra (‘timpani’ chair);
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra (B.C.) (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
New York Philharmonic (‘concert’ basso and ‘timpani’ basso);
Explorer Ship, Norwegian Cruise Lines, Oceania (Allegro; ‘concert’
basso; Interval Piano Chairs; Workstation Chairs);
BBC Philharmonic at Salford, Manchester, U.K. (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra (‘concert’ basso; C4 ‘gig basso);
Lyric Opera of Chicago (‘concert’ basso);
The Cleveland Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Opera North, Grand Theatre, Leeds, U.K. (‘timpani’ basso; C4 ‘gig’);
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Iowa University Music Department (C5 ‘gig’ basso and C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Malmö Symfoniorkester (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Voyager Ship, Prestige Cruise Holdings (‘concert’ basso, Allegro,
Interval Piano Chairs);
RTE National Symphony Orchestra, Dublin (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
The MET - Metropolitan Opera House (‘concert’ basso and ‘timpani’
basso);
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Britt Festival, Medford, Oregon (C4 ‘gig’ basso, Maestro Chair);
Royal Conservatory of Music of Toronto (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Chautauqua Institution (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Navigator Ship, Prestige Cruise Holdings (‘concert’ basso);
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Halle Orchestra, Bridgewater Hall, Manchester U.K. (‘concert’ basso,
C5 ‘gig’ basso);

San Diego Opera (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Kansas City Symphony (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Paramount Theatre, Orchestra Iowa Symphony (‘concert’ basso);
Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra (‘concert’ basso);
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
San Diego Symphony (C5 ‘gig’ basso, ‘timpani’ swivel);
Da-Dong Art Center, Taiwan (Maestro Chairs);
New World Symphony, America’s Orchestral Academy, (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (‘concert’ basso, C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Dallas Symphony Orchestra (‘timpani’ basso);
Cyprus Symphony Orchestra, Nicosia, Cyprus (‘concert’ basso);
Orquesta Sinfónica Municipal de Caracas(Venezuela)(‘concert’ basso);
Copenhagen Philharmonic/Tivoli Symphony Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra, Australia (‘timpani’ basso);
Den Norske Opera & Ballett (Norwegian National Opera), Oslo, Norway
(‘concert’ basso);
Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra (‘concert’ basso, maestro chair);
“Presidents Own” US Marine Band, Washington, DC (‘concert’ basso);
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra (U.K.) (C5 ‘gig’ basso);
Princess Cruise Lines, MV Ruby Princess (new Allegro and C4 ‘gig’
basso);
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra (C5 ‘gig’ molto - first orchestra bass
section with new C5 model ‘gig’ basso stool);
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden (London, U.K.) (‘concert’ basso);
Finnish National Opera (Helsinki, Finland) (C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (Australia) (‘concert’ basso);
Charlotte Symphony Orchestra (North Carolina Blumenthal Performing
Arts Center) (‘concert’ basso);
Orquesta Sinfónicade Tenerife (Canarias, España) (‘concert’ basso);
BBC National Orchestra of Wales (‘concert’ basso & C4 ‘gig’ basso);
Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra (Norway) (‘concert’ basso);
Cunard, the new Queen Mary 2 (Allegro & ‘gig’ Basso);
The Malaysian Philharmonic Orchestra at Dewan Filharmonik Petronas
(complete line of ‘concert’, ‘timpani’ and ‘gig’ basso);
Los Angeles Philharmonic at Walt Disney Concert Hall (complete basso
line); Lots more bass sections: http://www.concertdesign.com/endorsebasso.html

The bass section of Buffalo Phil

with ‘concert’ basso since 1996 (still in use)!
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Custom Design - very important information
Many of the design features in our bass seating products result from
requests from orchestra bass sections and individual bass players.
If the bass stool or bass chair you are interested in requires some
modification for your needs, speak with Sal Porretta of Concert
Design. Something as simple as the padding being too hard or too
soft; tell us, we work with you.
You may wish the back support to be wider or higher, larger or
smaller; easy for Concert Design. Perhaps you have another idea
for a seat shape; speak with Sal. All the seat shapes we currently

use come from the requests of bass players. The SF double
cutaway, was suggested by bassists at San Francisco S.O. (hence
the name). Other developments came from bassists at Buffalo Phil,
Lyric Opera of Chicago, Toronto S.O., Los Angeles Phil, as well as
other orchestras and individual bassists. Thank you all.
All the components, including the high quality padding and fabric,
work together to provide optimum comfort and much-needed
support for the musician.

Facts about seat shapes on ‘gig’ basso stools
•
•
•
•
•

The seat is level. If forward slope is desired, seat angle is
created to your needs. Call us.
The seat padding is firm but not uncomfortable. If softer
foam is desired, call us.
Speak with Sal Porretta if you wish a different seat shape,
even something new to us, whether an individual order
or an orchestra. We try to fulfill every request.
Measurements of seats on web page.
Seat shapes will fit all ‘concert,’ ‘timpani,’ and ‘gig’ basso
stools with one exception: the 13” round seat and the
SF double cutaway seat will not fit on the ‘concert’ or
‘timpani’ basso chairs (the multi-adjustable chairs)
because of the size of the seat mechanism.

Back support meets your body
•
•
•
•
•

Your choice of back bars to suit your body type, your instrument, and
your way of playing.
Straight “tall” places the back cushion higher; straight “regular” fits
most people.
Back bar with 2” bend brings the back cushion partway into seat for
sitting forward.
Back bar with 4” bend for those who like to sit well forward, the back
support meets you.
Back supports must be removed before stacking.

More facts about back support
•
•

Back upright steel bar is 2.35” semi-hardened steel to allow some
flexibility without bending.
The back upright bar and attached cushion support is separate
from the frame (knob under the seat). This means that the individual
musician can choose the back support with degree of back bend for
maximum benefit to their personal style of sitting for performance.

Custom Design
•

If a different design back support is desired, larger, smaller, reshaped, speak with Sal Porretta. We endeavour to make your wishes
a reality.

Back bar bend for all bass chairs/stools
Visit our web site for detailed information on back
supports with regular or tall straight bar, 2” or 4”
bend for optimal placement at lumbar or wherever
you choose.
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C5 ‘gig’ basso
our latest model for bass players
The C5 ‘gig’ basso is the concert version of our original C4 ‘gig’ basso. Details of construction are the same.
• five legs equally spaced for greatest stability at tall heights; stackable for on-site or on the road convenience
• uses 23” floor space
• constructed of 1” aluminum tubing, black powder-coating, lightweight, go anywhere
• C5 ‘gig’ basso w/cutaway seat/optional back support weighs 11.7 lbs.(5.2 kg).

www.concertdesign.com/basso_c5gmolto.html

C5 ‘gig’ basso

C5 ‘gig’ basso

with our standard
aluminum foot-support

with cutaway seat

C5 ‘gig’ basso

side view, with back support

New “Solo” stand-alone
aluminum foot-support,
shown with swivel glides
and leg extensions, or with
rubber tips applied directly
to foot-support legs.
C5 ‘gig’ basso

with back support fastened
under seat for easy transport

One frame, adjustable leg extensions
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•

leg extensions are solid aluminum, no rust, no sticking, no fuss

•

leg extensions have threaded holes at 1” increments, easily
tightened, no wobble, maximum stability and comfort

•

View chart on web page for height ranges with different size leg
extensions. Custom height ranges available.

•

For those who sit very low, the leg extensions can be removed
and the rubber tips applied to the stool itself.

C4 ‘gig’ basso
the original run-out stool
aluminum for light weight, never rust or breakdown,
solid leg extensions for height adjustment, stackable.
We received many requests for a portable, adjustable, stackable, runout stool. Concert Design presents the C4 ‘gig’
basso, loaded with features, constructed of aluminum for light weight, optional back-support and foot-support, choice of
www.concertdesign.com/basso_gigmolto.html
seat shapes. 			

Facts about ultra-light
aluminum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

aluminum stool weighs 50-60% less than a steel stool
both ‘gig’ basso stools are constructed of 1” aluminum
tubing welded, black powder-coating
stackability is a bonus for orchestra events on the
road
weight of aluminum frame 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kg.) (without
seat in place)
each foot-support is 3 lbs. - steel only (1.3 kg.)
C4 or C5 ‘gig’ basso with cutaway seat and optional
back support weighs 11.7 lbs. (5.2 kg)
solid and threaded (1” increments) aluminum leg
extensions provide noise-free, rustproof, height
adjustment
Also available, swivel ‘gig’ basso, full 360-degree
swivel.

“Sal of Concert Design is the only person in the business who
cares as much about your stool as you do.” Ian Simpson,
bassist, uses the C4 ‘gig’ stool, Quebec City, QC, Canada.
(2009)

C4 ‘gig’ basso

with back support and
aluminum foot-support

C4 ‘gig’ basso

with cutaway seat

“The C4 ‘gig’ basso stool is excellent, well worth the
investment. My back no longer aches even after sitting on
it all day and evening! It doesn’t creak and is easy to carry.
By far the best stool I have used - expensive but well worth
the money. I would recommend it to any bass player.” Philip
Bishop, bassist, Surrey, U.K. (2008)
“The C4 ‘gig’ basso stool is padded, portable and pretty (in
a manly, sophisticated way). All in all, perfection. It was not
inexpensive, but it has performed on every gig perfectly. The
expenditure was well worth it. I have to carry my bass some
distance at York University, and my bass stool is easily carried
due to its lightness. It also is indestructible - it has fallen
many times with nary a scuff. Great phone service and prompt
delivery too. Thanks, folks!” Bruce Rumble, bassist, Barrie,
ON, Canada. (2007)

stacks for on-road travel

C4 ‘gig’ basso

back and foot-supports tucked
away for easy transport
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two models aluminum foot support
for C4 and C5 ‘gig’ basso stools
Standard aluminum foot-support for C4 and C5 ‘gig’
basso stools with PVC bracket to attach to leg of stool
or to foot-ring and new “Solo” model.

Closeup of aluminum foot-support attached to
leg of ‘gig’ stool with PVC bracket.

When legs of stool are adjusted for
taller heights, use 5” adaptor bar to
attach foot support to stool leg.
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•

PVC bracket includes 3/4” and 1” T for leg or ring
attachment, and 5” aluminum adaptor bar

•
•
•

lightweight aluminum with adjustable leg extensions

•

for tall heights (‘timpani’ basso), choose leg extensions
up to 12”

•

“Solo” stand-alone foot-support, curved both ends, no
need to affix to stool or chair, adjustable leg extensions.
Details on web site.

leg extensions on foot-support provide height range 7”-9”
for lower height, remove leg extensions and install
rubber tips

New “Solo” stand-alone
aluminum foot-support,
shown with swivel glides
and leg extensions, or with
rubber tips applied directly
to foot-support legs.

If preferred, PVC bracket may be
attached to foot-ring and adaptor
bar used for correct height.

Performance Seating for all Instruments
More than one model may be used for your
instrument. For example, a cello or guitar player
can use the Allegro or the multi-adjustable Interval
Harpcello or the H5 ‘gig’ harpcello stool. Similarly,
an accordion player can use the Interval Piano

Chair or the Interval Orchestra Chair, as well as the
Allegro or the H5 stool. Piano, orchestra, harp, cello
can choose from any of the Interval Chairs. Double
bass and timpani choose the ‘concert’ and ‘timpani’
basso, the C5 and the C4 stools. Contact us.

Teacher, Pete Melkert, in his studio, Socrates 62, in
Brantford, Ontario, Canada, with students.
Photos courtesy Rob Yourth, BN Photography
(read testimonials pgs 26 & 27)

Allegro Orchestra Chair, stackable, aluminum
frame, for strings, winds, brass, guitar, accordion,
harp, every instrument, every body size.

Interval HarpCello Chair specially
designed for harp and cello; also used
for guitar, piano, in studio, concert
hall, rehearsal. See H5 ‘gig’ harpcello
for gigs, any instrument, any venue.

Double bass players choose from
‘concert’ basso, C4 or C5 ‘gig’ stools
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Interval Piano Chair
Interval-Piano Chair - A Break with Tradition.

No four-legged bench, chair or pedestal stool can provide the stability and comfort of the Interval Chairs. Firm padding, high
quality fabric for long life and optimum comfort through long hours of rehearsal. All Concert Design Chairs are unique, truly
ergonomic and multi-adjustable, specifically designed with back support and non-rotational.

http://www.concertdesign.com/piano_bench.html

Sal Porretta of Concert Design talks about
development of Interval Piano Chair, page 18.

Barbara Yahr purchased her interval piano chair in
December 2005: “The Concert Design piano chair is the
most comfortable chair I have used at the piano. I recommend
it to anyone who spends long hours at the piano and might be
prone to back pain. You were all very helpful at the time of my
purchase in making sure the chair fit me perfectly.” Barbara
Yahr, Music Director, Greenwich Village Orchestra
“The interval piano chair has served me well and five years
later still looks new. Doesn’t get much better! Thank you,
Concert Design!” Sue Steel, Timmins, Ontario (2008)
“I searched many years for an alternative to the traditional
adjustable piano bench. I finally found someone who “thinks
outside the box.” Sal and Lois of Concert Design have
created a product designed for comfort and ease of use.
The chair becomes an extension of the body and allows the
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pianist to feel grounded and balanced. It actually seems to
generate energy in the body. Every aspect of the chair is
adjustable. I have been using this product for a year and am
still excited about it. The design of the chair enables me to
practice for longer periods of time with none of the previous
discomfort. It is also amazingly easy to adjust for the wide
variety of heights and proportions of my piano students. Sal
put together a chair that catered to my personal needs and
is excited to share the product that he and Lois have created.
They represent the best of customer service experiences. They
were so easy to work with and have always been prompt in
offering help and advice. I am grateful to have found Concert
Design and recommend their interval piano chair without
reservation.” Kathy J. Hansen, Ithaca, NY (2009)
More: http://www.concertdesign.com/endorsepiano.html

Interval Piano & Orchestra Chairs

Interval-Piano Chair
with standard 26” base

Seat dimensions for Interval Piano Chair: 21” width x 18”
depth (53cmx46cm); back support included with every
performance chair; removable for on-stage performance,
if preferred. Height adjustment: see web page. Multiadjustable for unsurpassed physical support through long
hours of practice, rehearsal and performance. In teaching
studio, easily positioned to an individual student’s height,
an irreplaceable feature.

Jim Bevan, Keyboards/Conductor, Quidam, Cirque du Soleil writes
“I sit on the Concert Design Piano Chair for 10 shows a week, each
two and a half hours long, as well as six one-half hour rehearsals. I
don’t even think about it. This chair enables me to maintain correct
posture easily and without fatigue. I am able to concentrate on my
job (which involves doing about four things at the same time) without
distraction. I’m 50 years old, and I feel as good as the gymnasts that
I am watching. Thank you, Concert Design.” (Jim has been using
his piano chair since November 2002.)
“Re: Maestro Chair - very well made, I cannot imagine any
improvements.” Mark S. Beasom, LaCanada, California (2007)

Interval-Orchestra Chair
with standard 26” base

Seat dimensions for Interval Orchestra Chair: 19” width x 18” depth
(48cmx46cm). Height adjustment: see web page. For string, brass
and wind players, pianists. Many harpists choose the orchestra seat,
cellists too.
All components of all the Concert Design Performance Chairs
are interchangeable to fit YOU and YOUR instrument.

“NEW” Piano Chair with 25” low-profile base

Optional low profile base allows you to sit 1.5” lower than
with standard 26” base.
Height adjustment: see web page.
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Interval Piano & Orchestra

Paul Leu, CEO Ruyue Ltd., Shanghai; teacher of
the taiji approach to piano playing.

Paul Leu writes: “The Concert Design piano chair
is a godsend for pianists. It is to my knowledge the
only ergonomic chair for the piano, and its price is
amply justified. Personally I would never want to be
without it again (I have one at each of my homes),
and I would willingly pay three times the price. I
feel so strongly about this because my teaching
is focused on the optimal use of energy in playing,
hence I am particularly aware of the importance of
sitting well.   Most piano benches or chairs easily
cause energy stagnation in the hip area. This will
affect the way we play, and in time can also cause
serious health problems. The Concert Design
chair prevents cutting off circulation at the hips,
and makes it easier to maintain a healthy vertical
posture both through its form and through its
adjustable tilt and height. The comfort of course is
immediately apparent.  If you spend more than an
hour a day at the piano, I recommend you get one
as quickly as possible. I feel so strongly about this
chair that I even bought it for a student who was
just launching her career as pianist and could not
yet afford one.” (first chair in 2010)

“Sal Porretta talks about the piano chair development.”
Typical wooden benches or chairs fail to meet the
individual seating needs of pianists. Some benches have
upholstered padded seats and adjustable seat height.
Some piano chairs may have a fixed wooden back.
Many times, manufacturers claim them ergonomic.
Unless the entire seat pan can adjust with a forward
slope to your liking, any alternate idea will fail. Angled
foam wedges (just think about it) have no support and
compress flat when sat upon.
Wooden benches and chairs are made of hardwood,
secured with glue and screws. The glue joints with
dowels gradually loosen because of moisture and climate
changes in your own environment. The screws loosen,
strip in their own holes and cannot be retightened. This
can happen simply from the strain of your body weight
and movement while playing piano, and the environment
of the room you use.
Pianists often sit at the edge of the piano bench to allow
their legs to comfortably use the pedals. Sitting at the
edge of the piano bench, with it’s hard surface and
90-degree angle, cuts off the blood circulation to one or
both legs; legs become numb or fall asleep. Gradually
this causes discomfort to your lower back.
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This was happening to me. Within 15 minutes of playing,
my left leg and my back became numb and sore. I would
have to stop playing, sit on a couch, and then stretch my
legs and back.
I took it upon myself in 1994, with the support of Lois
Stouffer, to source out what was available in the chair
industry. The goal was to create the most fully functional
and fully adjustable piano chair, with back support, for a
pianist.
The first piano chair I made was simply for my personal
use, before we even had a business. I was always a
gizmo and gadget nut. I purchased some chair parts, and
over time, assembled a workable chair. Once I adjusted
the seat angle (from the mechanism) to the same angle
of my legs to use the pedals on the piano, my left leg
stopped falling asleep. I could play 3 to 4 hours or more,
sit on more of the seat surface and use the back support
for extra comfort.
We liked it so much; I made another chair for Lois to
use at her piano. Shortly after that we became Concert
Design.
The Interval Piano Performance Chair will completely
change the way you sit to play your piano.

Chairs designed for musicians
Change your seating plans
A great instrument makes a world of difference. So
can a great Chair. The Performance Chair is the best
instrument for sitting because it’s the first Chair that
fits you. It’s as important a choice as your choice of
musical instrument.

These are the areas our
Performance Chairs support
healthy posture and help
prevent pain

Posture and support are key. Concert Design Performance
Chairs are the best instrument for musical performance, multiadjustable Concert Design Performance Chairs adjust to your
body shape and the requirements of your instrument.
Ignore your body no longer
Many musicians suffer from continuing
physical problems directly related to poor
lighting and poor seating. Your body needs
the finest support and comfort available
for every performance and every hour of
rehearsal. For the precise work required,
every musician needs seating designed to
ensure good posture and relieve muscular
tension and stress. Technique begins here.
Take control
Concert
Design
Performance
Chairs
incorporate the latest technology.
Body
weight is transferred to a centre shock and
distributed into the five-star base, eliminates
tipping, provides maximum stability.
Back: adjusts both vertically and horizontally
to provide firm support exactly where your
body needs it. Small, won’t interfere with
arm movement. Give your muscles that extra
support an adjustable back rest provides.
Seat: designed to improve posture, last
a lifetime; best density for comfort and
firmness; adjusts to a 7-degree forward slope.
Scientifically correct for relieving tension and
fatigue.
Non-Rotational: Concert Design special
non-rotating gas shock with clamp prevents
all Performance Chairs from swiveling, a
crucial feature for your health.
Gas shock: Available in various height
ranges to accommodate your body size and
instrument, quickly adjusts to the height
you desire. Teachers easily position to an
individual student’s height - an irreplaceable
feature.

How far forward do you need to sit in a chair? Do you
need to rest your back at times? Do you need to raise
one foot or adjust the tilt of the the seat pan to better
couch the instrument? Must one or both legs angle to
the floor? Performance Chairs accommodate all these
variations for all instruments. Select a model according
to your needs. Call us. We are the company that talks
with musicians.

Our Focus
Concert Design has created a new look with a
new sense of responsibility for the physical comfort
musicians need. Health among musicians is a
serious concern. Music halls provide high levels
of comfort for audience seating--we believe that
seating for the musicians is even more important.
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Interval HarpCello Performance Chairs
“The size and shape of the harpcello seat is perfect for allowing
my legs to stay comfortable; it doesn’t grab the back of the
knees. And the chair makes no noise when you adjust it, even
in the middle of a concert.” Elizabeth Volpé, Principal Harp
Vancouver Symphony, harp instructor University of British
Columbia. (Elizabeth also has the harp ‘gig’ stool.)
“The Concert Design Harp Chair is brilliantly designed for
the serious harpist.” Patty Masri-Fletcher, Principal Harp,
Detroit Symphony.

Back is removable.

The “oval” seat is standard for the Interval
HarpCello Chair. Shown at left is a 17”
round seat, which some harpists prefer.
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Very often, a harp player is supporting with their body
a harp weighing close to 80 pounds (36 kgs). As a
result, shoulder and back muscles are strained, as
well as one’s concentration. A back support of good
design provides support for key muscles, replacing
strain with support, a hurting body with a healthy body
and improving concentration.

The term “ergonomic” means the chair is multi-adjustable:
adjust height, seat gradient, back support in an instant; fits
you like a glove; provides best support and comfort; built
to last a lifetime. Swivel stools are especially dangerous
to health. Benches with set height, fixed or no slope, and
without back support are not ergonomic; these products
break down and contribute to medical problems.

Using the back support is recommended for all
situations. It can be placed right at the lumbar or
wherever you like, adjusts vertically and horizontally,
meets you where you need it. The back support is
always included with every harpcello chair and is
removable for onstage performance when preferred.
Read article “Ergonomically Correct” on web page,
along with detailed information and endorsements.

“The back support is bliss. This chair is a must-have for
anyone who plays the harp. Plus, I really like the modern
look. It creates a nice, sharp contrast with the harp. I cannot
recommend it enough to my colleagues and harp students.”
Sirin Pancaroglu, soloist, lecturer, Yildiz Technical
University, Istanbul, Turkey.

H5 ‘gig’ harpcello stool and piccolo chair
perfect for gigs or studio, piano, harp, cello, guitar
solid aluminum leg extensions for height adjustment

START YOUR CHILD WITH THE
BEST SEATING FOR A GROWING BODY.

Courtesy Lillian Lau,
in performance at Holy Name Cathedral, Chicago
“The high quality construction of the H5 ‘gig’ stool with
the indispensable lumbar support keeps me pain-free
through the long hours of performances and rehearsals.
This stool is surprisingly portable and light weight.”
Celtic Harp Chair

with 20” diameter low-profile base.
We have a limited number of Celtic Harp
Chairs designed especially for celtic harpers
and musicians who require low seating (13”16” height range only; non-swivel). Special
price. Call us. All the same comfortable
features as our Interval HarpCello Chair.

H5 ‘gig’ harpcello stool

optional back support in place
Perfect for young bassists - adjustable
leg extensions allow the stool to grow
with the child. More details web page.
The H5 ‘gig’ stool is lightweight, constructed
of aluminum, optional back support, manually
adjust height by solid aluminum leg extensions
at 1” increments, easy, will not rust, will not
breakdown. Forward seat slope available.
Height ranges on web site.
The H5 stool is also great as a portable ‘gig’
stool for pianists, guitar, accordion, young
bassists, etc. Also available in colour fabric (see
fabric colour charts on web page).

Information re aluminum on pages 12 and 13.
More information about aluminum: www.concertdesign.com/aluminumquality.html
Facts Sheet: www.concertdesign.com/harpstoolfacts.html
Technical Information: www.concertdesign.com/chairstechinfo.html
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All Concert Design Performance Chairs are unique, truly ergonomic and multi-adjustable,
specifically designed with back support and non-rotational.
Concert Design HarpCello Performance Chairs offer
unsurpassed physical support through long hours of
practice, rehearsal and performance. No four-legged
bench, chair or pedestal stool can provide the stability
and comfort of the HarpCello Performance Chairs nor
are the multi-adjustments available. Firm padding, high
quality fabric for long life and optimum comfort.
Musicians from an early age must use well-designed
performance seating. The physical demands on the

musician’s body need to be offset by providing the best
products from childhood. Insist on your chair, bench or
stool having back support and being non-swivel. Serious
medical injury can result if the seating is not stable and
supportive.
With the weight of the harp on the shoulder, give your
muscles the extra support that a back rest positioned
right at the lumbar provides. This feature cannot be
underestimated (back removable when desired).

Many musicians spend a lot of money in therapy and exercise programs.
The benefits of exercise are amplified when coupled with
complementary, supportive seating.

“After using your harp chair in the orchestra for two
years, most of my back problems have disappeared. Now
I can once again enjoy rehearsals and performances
without back pain and discomfort! By helping me to sit
in a more comfortable manner, I find that I achieve a
fuller, freer and more relaxed sound. This chair is truly
amazing, and I plan to purchase a second chair to use
at home for practicing and teaching.” Mary Bircher,
Principal Harp, Omaha Symphony.
“At last, the perfect harp chair! No more sitting
on folded harp covers. This chair gets me through
even the Wagner Ring in total comfort. Thank you
for extending my performing career!” Liz Cifani,
Principal Harp, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Professor
Harp Northwestern University and Northern
Illinois University.

Jakez François, Chairman, Camac Harps, Paris, France:
"When I gave a jazz harp concert in Hungary and I played
with your chair on stage, it was so comfortable I must say... I
enjoyed it very much! Thank you for your product, which helps
harpists a lot." (Nov. 2007)

Concert Design Performance Chairs incorporate the latest and best technology, industrial strength
components, portable, maintenance free, long life. Seats and backs firmly padded for real support and
comfort. See web site for detailed descriptions and interesting articles.
•
•
•
•

quick, quiet height adjustment (see details of height range options on our web site)
back adjusts vertically and horizontally (back always included with every performance chair)
small, won’t conflict with arm movement, removable if desired
seat adjusts to gradient of 7-degree forward slope (“oval” seat dimensions 19” width x 14” 		
depth, best seat shape for all harpists and cellists; also available “round” seat 15” diameter)
• choice of 2” (standard on HarpCello Chairs), 4” or straight back upright bend
• all Performance Chairs available in many different colours and fabrics.
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www.concertdesign.com/harp_bench.html

Maestro Conductor’s Rehearsal Chair
and Workstation for all keyboarding
Supportive seating is important from an early
age. Physical demands on the musician’s body
need to be offset by providing the best products
from childhood.

Maestro’s Chair
Conductor’s rehearsal chair.

Height adjustment: 23”-33” (58.5cm-80cm); back adjusts
horizontally and vertically; swivels; foot-ring adjusts
independently to fit your leg length. Optional foot-supports.

Excerpts
from
an
important
article
by Robert Fletcher,
ergonomic engineer.
(Read entire article
on our web site.)
Applies
equally
to
all instruments, harp,
piano, guitar, bass...
Good seating is fundamental
to successful harp playing.
Harpists spend more time on
their harp bench than they do
with their hands on the harp!
Sitting on a hard surface with
a 90-degree straight edge
cuts off blood flow and oxygen
and this creates numbness in
the legs. The sciatic nerve is
especially vulnerable to the
sharp, front 90-degree edge
of a hard bench. Prolonged
compression results in nerve

damage. The multi-adjustable
HarpCello chair has strong
firm padding with rounded
front edge. This is important
because the waterfall follows
body contours and helps
minimize tissue compression
on the back of the legs. The
hard sharp front edge of
benches cuts off blood flow,
compresses the nerves and
can cause significant and
sharp pain, and permanent
nerve damage.
The
Concert
Design
Performance Chair features a
solid five-star leg base, a multipositioning gas shock with
seat mechanism to quickly
and easily accommodate all
size and height players, and
an adjustable back support
that is missing from virtually
all other harp benches...

Workstation Chair

For all keyboardists, music
or computer workstations.
http://www.concertdesign.
com/workstation.html

Given the sedentary nature of rehearsal, practice and performing, and
the unnatural positions many instruments demand over long hours, it’s
musicians who need the best seats in the house.
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Pearl Lite
Performance Lamps for music stands,
grand and upright piano, maestro’s podium

Pearl•Lite halogen lamps are built to last a lifetime,
provide the musician with a portable light option
for music gigs where lighting is uncertain (no more
extension cords), and give balanced light for the entire
score and keyboard.

Performance Lamp

Performance lamps for music stands available in
6” or 12” flexible black gooseneck. 12” gooseneck
for extra tall scores, easily covers three to four
pages of score with excellent balanced light. No
bright spots; no shadows.
6” or 12” flexible gooseneck, 12v halogen, AC only.

Strong plastic clip attaches to orchestral music
stands. Balanced light over entire music score, no
shadows. Pearl•Lite Performance Lamps clip to
Hamilton, Manhasset, and most of K & M’s wire and
solid-desk music stands. All Pearl•Lite halogen lamps
are dimmable for orchestra, theatre or pit uses.

Maestro Lamp

Same high quality, strong plastic clip attaches
horizontally to conductor’s podium.
Lots of turning room for large scores.

12” or 18” flexible gooseneck, 12v halogen, AC only.

“I can’t tell you how much I am enjoying my Performance Lamp. The unique lighting quality really makes it a pleasure to
read those scores.” Wendell L. Vaughn, Conductor, Country Dinner Playhouse, Denver, CO.
“The Performance Lamp exceeded all my expectations illuminating with a non-fatiguing luminessence, thank you so much...”
Craig Saxon, Camarillo, CA.

Kind to the eyes

Special Pearl•lens provides light that is kind to the eyes, balanced light that is so important for reading scores.
Children, too, require good light from their early years.
Details on web: http://www.concertdesign.com/lamps.html
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Grand Piano Lamp and
Maestro Lamp adapt to harpsichord

Maestro Lamp, vertical mount, 18” gooseneck, mounts easily on either side
of harpsichord for full page and keyboard illumination.

Grand Piano Lamp, clamp #2 (new clamp #2, shown page 26, replaces clamp in the
two pictures directly above) attaches to framework of piano or harpsichord.

“For the first time in over 60 years performing as a pianist,
I have finally found a piano light that works! Thank you,
it is a godsend.” Ursula Thomas, Victoria, BC, Canada
(grand piano light).
“The grand piano lamp provides very effective lighting
across both music desk and keyboard. Whenever I practice
the light goes on, easy on the eyes, a great product.” Mark
Fabbi, Uxbridge, ON, Canada (grand piano light).
All pictures this page courtesy of The Kingsway Conservatory
of Music in Etobicoke, Ontario, Sharon Burlacoff. Harpsichords
made by Claviers Baroques, Toronto, Ontario.
http://www.concertdesign.com/lamps.html

“I’m grateful that a musician has designed a professional
piece of equipment for the working pro. This is truly built to
last, more than illuminates my entire Superstand. Thanks so
much for doing it right.” Scott Elliott, Adj. Asst. Prof. of
Music, College of Creative Arts, West Virginia University
(music stand light).
“I have valued your light highly for many years...(refer web
site for additional comments)” Ruth Watson Henderson,
pianist, organist and celebrated composer, one of Canada’s
distinguished musicians (grand piano light complete unit
with battery and charger).
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Concert Design products provide freedom from maintenance,
attention and worry, and freedom to make music
uninhibited by physical concerns.
Pearl•Lite lamps are multi-purpose and
can be used in labs, artists’ studios, art
galleries, draft boards, hobby rooms,
plumbers, mechanics, computer work
stations, and many more.

Upright Piano Lamp

Shown on web site. Clips on most upright pianos.
Call or send us a picture and we can modify to meet
your style of piano. Great hobby light.
12v halogen, AC only.

“I recently purchased a Performance Lamp from the great folks at
Concert Design and I have to say what a difference. I had been using
an inexpensive lamp but even in brighter light I found it ineffective. The
Performance Lamp from Concert Design is nothing short of sensational!
It can be completely dark and I can see the music on my stand without
effort. An absolutely tremendous asset to my profession, and I would
highly recommend one to any musician.” Pete Melkert Socrates62,
Brantford, Ontario, Canada (2016)
“After more than two years, I am so happy to have the Piano Lamp.
It works beautifully and I still haven’t seen any competitor’s product
that comes close. Thanks for such great products.” Steve Sanders,
Montara, CA.
“The Pearl*Lite has no equal! It provides enough light to illuminate my
music as well as the music on my neighboring stand. But it only lights
the music: No glare! It’s worth every penny!” Carl J. Bowers, Bassist
& Trombonist, Rohnert Park, CA.
The Maestro’s Lamp (complete unit) used by Toronto Children’s
Chorus, Music Director, Toronto, ON; and Melva Graham, Music
Director, Grace Church-on-the-Hill, Toronto, ON; and Bishop
Strachan School, Music Director, Toronto, ON.
“I was given the 6” performance lamp with battery, charger, and bag as
a Christmas gift by my wife. As a professional cellist, she had listened to
my complaints about poor lighting enough. I was a bit daunted at first by
the weight and bulk of your light. Now I use it constantly and find it much
more effective than anything else I see around and I take it everywhere.
I have no complaints! The character and quality of the light works well;
the long-lasting battery is well worth the weight. Even the case turns
out to be convenient once I learned how to pack the battery and light
in the pockets. I play everything from orchestral concerts, opera and
Broadway pits, chamber music and solo engagements to weddings in all
kinds of situations, indoor, outdoor (small print, poor lighting). Thanks
for a well-thought-out product. It gives me a friendly feeling.” David W.
Moore, Cellist, West Nyack, NY.

http://www.concertdesign.com/endorselamps.html
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#1

Close-up of attachments

#2

Grand Piano Lamp

Tall scores are no problem. Fully lights entire
score and keyboard. Two styles of plastic nonmarring clamp for grand (insets).
Details on web page.
12v halogen, AC only.

Pearl•Lite Lamps
See web page for full details, including carry bag:
http://www.concertdesign.com/lamps.html

Concert Design web site has endorsement pages for each of
Allegro, Bass, HarpCello, Piano, and Lamps
“I just wanted to say thank you for your patience and letting me
try out so many different legs on my cello chair. I find it absolutely
perfect and love the chair a lot! I even took your chair on tour with
me this spring: I played all six Bach cello suites on 4 different cellos;
six suites per concert during an extensive concert tour through
Alberta. 4 cellos, 1 chair! And that all in one little car... I also used
it while recording the six Bach suites. I can’t imagine life without it

anymore! I also love that I can adjust it so easily; while listening
to a student play, I bring the back support further back, and when
I am playing, the back support comes further forward. I want less
tilt with my baroque cello and complete tilt with my modern cello.
It is so easy to adjust. Thanks again! “Josephine van Lier, cellist,
performer, teacher, Recipient of the Celebration of Women in the
Arts Award from the Edmonton Arts Council (2009)

Courtesy Josephine van Lier.
Her chair is the Arpeggio
HarpCello Chair with low
profile base.

“As a teacher, I am seated for extended periods
of time. I have found the Allegro chair from
Concert Design to be the finest chair for any
musician or instructor. I had been sitting on
the same chair for about 12 years and was
noticing troubles in the top back of my legs.
The first evening I used the Allegro, I noticed
the difference immediately. For the first time
in a while, my legs weren’t sore or fatigued I
would highly recommend the Allegro for any
musician. To me, it is the finest chair on the
market and it is built by musicians for musicians and you can’t
get any better than that. Pete Melkert, Socrates 62, Brantford,
Ontario, Canada (2016) (Picture page 15)
“Excellent Chair (Allegro)! Everything is superbly crafted. I want to
encourage you to continue making these excellent products, which
make it so much easier to practice and perform when sitting for
long periods of time. without feeling any pain in my back!” Aaron
Comins, Baritone Saxophone, Manhattan Wind Ensemble,
Columbia Wind Ensemble, New York, NY (2009)
“The interval harp chair is a bargain if you value your health and
comfort. I immediately noticed fewer aches and pains in my back
and shoulders, as well as much less fatigue. Plus, it is easy to adjust
for other players. The back support allows my upper body to relax
more, which makes it easier to play well and for longer periods.
It makes playing the harp, even for extended periods, comfortable
and enjoyable. Do your self a huge favour: Buy this chair! Your
body and mind will thank you for it.”Laura Sherman, harpist
with the Broadway production of WICKED, www.wickedharp.
com (2008)
“The interval harp chair is a great chair worth every penny. The
comfort and support maintains my lower back, which I never had
with a conventional harp bench. I highly recommend this chair;
it is a blessing to me; my back thanks you.”Jeanette Catoggio,
contented harpist, graduate of The Juilliard School, harp and
piano teacher at the Institute of Music for Children, Elizabeth,
NJ (2008)

“I am devoted to my Concert Design chair. It makes long hours of
practice, rehearsals, and performances comfortable and much less
tiring. Customer service is excellent, very prompt and helpful. Sal
works with you to make sure the chair is customized to best suit
your needs. It is absolutely worth the investment.”Ann Lobotzke,
principal harp, Milwaukee Ballet Orchestra, uses the interval
harp ‘gig’ stool with back support (2008)
“The harp chair is amazingly stable and nearly infinitely adjustable.
Very comfortable. It is great to have excellent quality Made in
Canada; just saving up to buy a piccolo ‘gig’ stool for my celtic
harps.” Kim Stefaniuk, Toronto, Ontario, interval harp chair
(2008)
“I recently purchased an “Allegro” orchestra chair from Concert
Design and I like it very much. It is lighter and easier for our stage
crew to move than their harp chair.After playing a week of Swan
Lake and into a week of Camelot, I can state that I am definitely
pleased with this chair. I do not sit against the padded chair back
while playing, but rather on the middle and front edge. However,
the back rest is very comfortable for sitting/leaning against while
waiting to play.” Rosalind Beck, Principal Harp Orlando
Philharmonic Orchestra (2007)
“Thank you for developing such a wonderful chair (Allegro). I am
particularly pleased with the padded seat as it provides a maximum
level of comfort I don’t feel from other chairs.” Jennifer Moore,
flute player (2007)
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So does a great chair.

Courtesy Naples Philharmonic Orchestra bass section.
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